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The occurrence of shock metamorphic efects indicate an impact origin for the Sudbury 
Structure but the existence of the Sudbury Igneous Complex (SIC) and its non-circularity have 
posed problems for a simple impact origin and combined impact-magmatic models have been 
proposed (1,2,3). Recent studies have led to the suggestion that the SIC is part of a coherent 
impact melt sheet contained within a tectonised and eroded impact basin, which was original& - 200 km in diarneter(e.g.,4,5). Most recently, the results of geophysical and allied stuctural 
studies, as part of the LITHOPROBE program, indicate that the SIC is, indeed, continuous 
beneath the Sudbury Basin (6) and there are no structures or bodies at depth (3, as would be 
expected for a feeder system for magmatism. They also indicate considerable Wshortening and 
that the SIC could have been originally circular(8,9). These results are consistent with the 
impact mode1(4,5) but suggest that the original diameter may have been as large as 250 km. 

ne re  is ofen a basic misunderstanding, which is still perpetuated (e.g. ,lo), on what 
constitutes the Sudbury Structure. It covers an area of > 15,000 km and is not synonymous 
with the SIC. Fomtions  related to the Sudbury Structure occur up to 80 km outside the SIC. 
Details of the recent comprehensive impact model can be found in (4,5) and can be summarised 
as: all breccia and "melt" formations can be explained by impact, and there is no chemical or 
physical reason for a magmatic component to fomtions directly linked to the formation of the 
Sudbury Structure. Beginning in 1991, a series of geophysical and associated studies were 
initiated across the SIC and the interior Sudbury Basin, as part of the LIiWOPROBE program. 
Phase one is now complete and these independent results are to be published in an up-coming 
edition of GRL. Their implications for the impact model are summarised below. 

Oriainal sha~e  It has been argued that the non-circularity of the SIC, and by implication 
the Sudbury Structure, is the greatest drawback to the impact interpretation (2). Reflection 
seismic data along a N-S traverse across the SIC indicate that it has been highly tectonised in 
the south and subjected to W thrusting (6). This occurred following a period of ductile 
defonnution and folding in the same direction (9). Thus, the present configuration of the SIC 
(Fig 1) has only indirect bearing on the original shape of the Sudbury Structure; although it is 

featured prominently in one recent impact model (1 0). Furthermore, pre-deformation 
reconstruction of the potential$eld anomaly patterns due to the SIC by removing a simple NW- 
directed stress field indicate that they were originally circular (8). 

Subsurface characteristics Rej7ection seismic data, constrained by drill hole data, indicate 
that the North Range of the SIC dips 20" - 30 " to the south as a coherent sheet under the 
Sudbury Basin (6). There is no indication of a magmatic feeder system (Fig I ) .  Similarily, 
reinterpretation of new and previous potential field data indicate no need for a "hidden muss" 
(11) of mafic-ultramafic material beneath the SIC, which in magmatic models (Fig. 1) was 
related to flanking intrusions associated with the SIC magma (2). The potential field anomalies 
can be explained by surface lithologies constrained at depth by the seismic data (7). Thus, except 
where tectonically disrupted in the south, the geophysical data indicate the SIC as a coherent 
sheet thickening towards the center, as would be expected in the impact model (4,5). 

Orininal dimensions Previous estimates of the original dimensions of the Sudbury 
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Stucture were based on the radial distribution of various attributes, e. g., shock metamorphic 
features, dike breccias, with respect to the center of the structure, assumed to be the center of 
the Sudbury Basin interior to the SIC (4,5). These estimates depend strongly on the original 
diameter of the SIC, which was assumed to be 60 km. The present dimensions are 60 x 30 km 
and the seismic data suggest that there has been 50% shortening in a generally N W  direction 
due to thrusting during the Penokean orogeny (6). This is a minimum, as the seismic data only 
imaged brittle defomtion. The deconvolution of the potential JLield anomaly pattern (8) and the 
recent work on the extent of ductile deformation following the formation of the SIC (9,12) 
suggest that the SIC may have been 75 -80 km in diameter. This would revise these previous 
estimates of the original diameter of the Sudbury Structure up to 250 km or greater. lhat the 
efects of the Penokean orogeny extend further north than indicated by the seismic data alone 
is also suggested by the occurrence of reset Ar-Ar ages in some Sudbury Breccias up to 30 km 
north of the SIC (13). 

Structural position of  the South Ranae The NW thrusting of the southern portion of the 
Sudbury Structure indicates that the South Range of the SIC represents a deeper structural level 
than the North Range (Fig. I ) .  This is consistent with it being thicker, its greater range of in situ 
dzferentiation products (2) and with the rarity of Footwall Breccia compared to the North Range 
(2,14). At large impact structures, the basal breccia that floors coherent impact melt sheets is 
often missing below more central exposures of impact melt, having been eroded by the impact 
melt as it is driven downward and outward along the floor of the expanding transient cavity (15). 

Concludina remarb The LITHOPROBE results have highlighted the tectonic evolution 
of the SIC and its environs and produced a three dimensional view that is consistent with 
previous impact models for the Sudbury Structure (4,5); although, perhaps favoring some what 
larger original dimensions. Previously, we have emphasised the implications of the SIC as part 
of an impact melt sheet for the interpretation of samples from the lunar highlands (4). It would 
also now appear that the Sudbury Structure has potential lessons for the recognition of impact 
structures on Venus, where both impact cratering and lateral tectonic processes have occurred. 
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Fig 1. (a) Subsu@ace model of SIC and its 
environs prior to the results of LITHOPROBE. 
(b) Geologic model of (a), with black being 
the SIC ,stippled being hidden, related 
intrusions, dashes being the Onwatin and 
Chelmsford and the &ngles the Onaping. 
(c) Post LlITIOPROBE subsutface view, with 
symbolr as in (b). "A" is an ambiguous zone 
of thickened units in the seismic data. 
(d) Geologic model of SIC as a tectonically 
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